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Chair’s Message

As we start 2022, I would like to express my sincere 
respect and appreciation to Trevor, the past chair, for 
leading the Division through two difficult crisis years. 
We dealt with canceled conferences and budget cuts, 
yet we came positive. It looks as if Covid restrictions 
may be lifted soon, and we get to pick up life as 
before the pandemic. 
We are looking forward to the 2022 RMMR 
(Reliability Maintenance and Managing Risk) 
Conference in Hartford, Connecticut after last year's 
RMMR conference was canceled.. .see page 6 . We 
will have a full program with a Keynote speaker, many 
presentations, courses, networking, and much more. 
Keep an eye out for further updates and information. 

For the next two years I'll be leading the ASQ Reliability and Risk Division as Chair together with the 
Division's other elected officers, Rong Pan as Chair‐elect and Mindy Hotchkiss as Secretary, 
supported by our active volunteers. We are always looking to expand our cadre of volunteers and 
will reach out to the people who contacted us regarding volunteer opportunities. If you haven't 
volunteered in the past and are interested in volunteering, please send me an email 
at chair@asqrrd.org. In addition to putting COVID behind us, ASQ changes have settled down, and 
we have a better sense of the direction ASQ is moving. The first initiatives regarding the website 
and myasq.org are already visible. We currently have over 200 recorded webinars in our archive. 
Many of these recorded webinars are already available to watch and earn RUs. This list grows 
monthly. More CRE BOK‐related content will be online in the coming months. Our monthly webinar 
program, led by David Auda, is still going strong. Keep an eye out on myasq.org, asqrrd.org, or our 
social media to see the next exciting webinar topic. I'd also like to thank Wayne Nelson as a reviewer 
and the editors of Technometrics for permitting us to republish the review of the "Statistical 
Methods for Reliability Data," Second Edition, by William Q. Meeker, Luís A. Escobar, and Francis G. 
Pascual, in our current newsletter. (See pages 16‐21 of this newsletter). I hope you enjoy the 
newsletter and I'm looking forward to hearing from you in the future

Regards, Tim Gaens

Tim Gaens
Chair, ASQ Reliability & Risk Division
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Webinars and Webinar info 

Upcoming ASQ RRD Webinars

Date: Thu, Mar 10, 2022 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM EST
ASQ RRD series webinar: Getting It Done: Scrum, Waterfall, Risk, and Chaos

Presenter: Lisa Walters
This webinar will provide an overview of two competing methodologies of project management, specifically, 

scrum (a subset of agile) and waterfall.
It will present the historical roots of each as well as provide the logistical implementation of each, including risk 
management. It will compare and contrast the methodologies, and lastly, the webinar will evaluate the value of scrum 
in chaotic situations. The webinar will conclude with an opportunity for questions and answers.
Register link:
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/4943542137635226896

Date:  Thursday, Apr 14, 2022 12:00 pm ‐ 1 pm | (UTC‐05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
ASQ RRD series webinar: 8 Steps to Effective Use Cases - Better User Level Requirements
Presenter: Linda Westfall
Use cases are an easy and effective technique for defining user-level requirements. Through the addition of more 
detail to the use cases, they can also be used to define the product level requirements and even the design of the 
product. This presentation defines an eight-step process for creating and documenting effective use cases. A real-
world example is utilized throughout this presentation to illustrate each of the eight steps. Topics covered during this 
webinar include:
Step 1: Define the System Boundaries
Step 2: Identify the Actors
Step 3: Identify Interactions
Step 4: Establish Pre and Post Conditions
Step 5: Document the Main Success Scenario
Step 6: Branch to Alternatives and Exceptions
Step 7: Merge or create sub-use cases as appropriate
Step 8: Record additional information
Register link:
https://asq.webex.com/asq/j.php?RGID=r5f16cce040765138893edfaf0a645918

Calling all Webinar Authors!!
Dave Auda (davidauda@yahoo.com)

We would like to extend an invitation on behalf of the ASQ Risk and Reliability Division 
(ASQRRD). If you would be interested in being a presenter of an ASQRRD webinar, 
contact Dave Auda. Webinars run every 2nd Thursday of the month at noon EDT for 1 
hour,. The content should be something that the attendees can use, Reliability-related 
knowledge and/or skill. 

Why present? A large potential audience that we invite, an additional entry to your 
resume demonstrating competence, refine your skills, AND earn recertification points. 

If you have need of support in developing, preparing and/or presenting at such an event, 
we can support. Become a recognized subject matter expert! 



Reliability & Quality Software

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

• Integrated suite 

• Stand-alone tools 

• FMEA, FMECA 

• FRACAS, CAPA 

• Fault Tree 

• Reliability PredicCon 

• Reliability Block Diagram 

• RCM, Maintainability 

• Weibull 

• ALT 

• Browser-based 

• On-premise or cloud-based 

• Training and implementaCon 

• Knowledgeable tech support 

• Free, no install trial

Relyence® offers a complete solu2on for all your reliability and quality so8ware 
needs. Along with our so8ware tools, we offer top-notch technical support, 
implementa2on services, and training.  

The Relyence SoluCon. Providing seamless integra0on between FMEA (including 
Process Flow Diagrams and Control Plans), FRACAS, Fault Tree, Reliability 
Predic0on, RBD, RCM, Maintainability, Weibull, and ALT analyses, the Relyence 
tool suite empowers you to effec0vely manage your products throughout their 
lifecycle. You can use each module stand-alone, or combine the tools you need in 
our Relyence Studio integrated plaLorm. 

Power & InnovaCon. Relyence tools offer an impressive list of features. Just a few 
of the highlights include: customizable cross-module dashboards; user-interface 
customiza0on; flexible report genera0on; data impor0ng and expor0ng; API 
func0onality; device libraries; workflow, approvals, and no0fica0ons; user and 
group roles and permissions; and Relyence innova0ons such always-in-syncTM 
technology, smart-layout, Knowledge BanksTM for lessons learned reusability, 
FMEA-Fault Tree link-syncTM, and Intelligent Part MappingTM for device decoding. 

Flexibility & CollaboraCon. All Relyence tools can be accessed from any 
computer, PC, Mac, laptop, tablet, or smartphone for ul0mate flexibility and team 
collabora0on. You can use Relyence either as an on-premise installa0on on 
individual computers or a network, or as a zero-client, browser-based plaLorm 
with your data hosted in the MicrosoV cloud or in your own private cloud. The 
choice is yours! 

Rely on Excellence. In conjunc0on with our soVware tools, we provide world-class 
services to help ensure your success. Our Implementa0on and Training teams can 
get you up to speed quickly, and our Technical Support team consistently provides 
support that is unparalleled in the industry.

relyence.com · 724.832.1900
Relyence® is a registered trademark of Relyence Corpora6on. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respec6ve holders.

TRY FOR FREE

FMEA・FRACAS・Fault Tree・Reliability Prediction 
RBD・RCM・Maintainability・Weibull・ALT
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ASQRRD 2022‐2023 Leadership Team 



ASQRRD 2022‐2023 Active Volunteers



1.The failure rate on a jet engine is λ = 10−3/hr. What is the probability that more than two engines on a four-engine aircraft will fail during 

a 2-hr flight?        Assume that the failures are independent.

A. 1.0 x 10-8     B. 4.7 x 10-7   . C. 3.2 x 10-8 D. None of these

2. Suppose we have a generator with a failure rate 1=0.0002 and a standby battery with failure rate 2=0.001 when in operation. The switching 
circuit reliability RSS=0.99 for one switching operation.

The reliability block diagram:

A. 0.995   B. 0.999   C. 0.9998  D.0.99998

3. A pressure vessel is equipped with six relief valves. Pressure transients can be controlled successfully by any three of these valves. If the 
probability that any one of these valves will fail to operate on demand is 0.04, what is the probability that the relief valve system will fail to 
control a pressure transient (on demand)? Assume the failures are independent.
A. .3.56x10-5 B. 2.13x10-5  C. .00025   D. 0.000077

4. Testing is underway on a new product.  Ten events have occurred so far at the hours listed on the right. 
The reliability requirement is to have a failure rate  that is 1.0 per 1000 hours.  The test plan calls for at total 
of 10,000 hours of  testing.  What is the predicted instantaneous failure rate at the end of planned testing. 
If needed, how much additional testing will be required to achieve the reliability requirement. 

A. 0.98/1000, NONE    B. 1.14/1000,13650 hrs.     C. 0.95/1000,NONE  D. 1.25/1000, 1705 hrs. 
5. When considering seals to maintain a lubricant within a vessel, which failure mechanism is likely caused by 
extreme temperature?
A. Wear      B.  Elastic deformation  C.   Seal distortion   D.   Surface damage
6. The benefits of HALT testing include all of the following except:
A. Rapid discovery of low‐incidence failure modes
B. The ability to model time‐to‐failure reliability metrics under high stress conditions.
C. The ability to combine stress factors such as temperature and vibration to reduce discovery times.
D. The capability to identify operating limits of the item on test.
7. A small, low‐power electronics device in a plastic enclosure connects by way of a flexible cable to home stereo equipment and provides 
reception for a remote control. Which of the following sets of failure modes should the design team consider in the design phase and testing of 
the new product?
A. Corrosion, plastic creep and fading due to heat generated by the stereo equipment
B. Solder fatigue, mechanical wear, and electro‐migration due to heat generated by the stereo equipment
C. Oxidation, plastic creep, and electro‐migration due to heat generated by the stereo equipment
D. Fading, plastic creep, and mechanical fracture due to mishandling and drops 
8. Given a flange under load, we know that strength of the flange is a random variable with a mean and standard deviation of 25,000 and 3000 
psi, respectively. The stress is also a random variable with a mean and standard deviation of 17,000 and 1400 psi, respectively. Determine the 
probability of failure.
A. 0.0078     B.  0.078    C.  99.22    D.   92.2
9. In a design FMEA, a high occurrence rating implies which of the following?
A. The customer will experience an unsafe consequence of the product failure
B. The customer will experience no indication of the failure cause has occurred until the consequence has occurred
C. The design team may ignore this failure mode as it will rarely occur
D. The design team may need to mitigate the failure mode as it will occur often
10. Fatigue life data for an industrial rocker arm is fit to a lognormal distribution. The following parameters are obtained: y0 = 2×107 cycles, ω = 
2.4. To what value should the design life be set if the probability of failure is not to exceed 1.0%? 
A. 2.72 x 104 cycles   B.   5.45 x 104 cycles   C.    9.63 x 104 cycles    D.  10.52 x 104 cycles 

TECH SPOT: SAMPLE CRE QUESTIONS (Part 17)

What is the reliability of this                           
system for a  10 hour mission?                      

Cum
Hours

Cum
Events

50 1
200 2
400 3
650 4
800 5

1100 6
1300 7
2000 8
2500 9
3100 10
3900 11

y
0

1
Hint: Recall that the CDF of the lognormal is F ( ) ln

y
y

y
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-1

Go to the website of ASQ Reliability and Risk Division https://asqrrd.org/

Go to the resource menu item and click on “Recorded Webinars”
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-2

Open the page of the recorded webinar you like to watch.
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Instructions to receive RU's when watching 
recorded videos-3

Go to the video player and click play – video will start playing

At the end of the video a pop-up window will appear

Enter your email, name and ASQ member number (optional).

Click “Get your RU’s”

RU’s equivalent to the webinar length will be emailed to the email address you entered.

More videos are added monthly.



Probabilistic physics of failure (PPoF) based reliability and life determination for structures, systems, and 
components: need, requirement and trend

Mohammad Pourgol Mohamad, Ph.D, PE

ASQ CRE, CSSBB, CMQ/OE

University of Maryland, College Park

mpourgol@umd.edu

Introduction   

Complex engineering systems consistent of interconnected and diverse hardware, software, and human elements
in dynamic conditions, physical processes, and environments. PRA(Probabilistic Risk Analysis) models applied to
these complex nuclear, space, and transportation industries, requiring significant amount of life data, have relied on
gathering historical evidence of unsafe incidences and events, including equipment failures and human errors.
However, there are challenges to i. obtain sufficient reliability data, ii. assess the risk in later life phases, iii. collect
the data for dynamic PRA with (possibly) thousands of branches depending on the accident progression. In addition,
the limitation of historical data in ultrasafe and highly reliable facilities or novel designs can lead to significant
uncertainties in PRA results. Additionally, it is not feasible to generate experimental data at all working and
environmental conditions due to the high cost of field and experimental data gathering, production and
management.

Framework

A promising solution has been emerging to combine the physics of failure (PoF) models with traditional data to
determine structures, systems, and components (SSCs) failure probabilities and life characteristics. It incorporates
online data from information systems, plant instrumentations, sensors/transducers, and plant computers to
perform data analytics like the deep learning (DL)[1] approach to make a more realistic assessment of the risk
profile, as it evolves under various operating and environmental conditions. Significant advances in sensing and
computing have led to a system health data abundance and resulted in development of PHM(Prognostics and
health management)

algorithms aimed to monitor component reliability. The DL based PHM models will leverage not only on the
monitoring data (both process variables such as temperature, pressure and flow; and condition based monitoring
parameters such as vibration monitoring), but also on the PoF(Physics of Failure) models by means of an integrated
DL and PoF framework that allows for the explicit use of physics of failure models inside the DL model´s loss
function and; thus, delivering both improved performance under cases with low quality data and by increasing
interpretability of deep learning based PHM models in PRAs. In the PoF models, metrics representing one or more
failure‐inducing agents such as applied loads and environmental attack variables, such as moisture or temperature,
are related to the lifetime or amount of damage as the component operates. The operating stresses are either
directly applied (e.g. a cyclic load due to rotations or vibrations in machinery), or indirectly (e.g. existing mechanical,
thermal, electrical, chemical, and radiation‐induced forces that lead to stresses on an item). All environmental
factors, as stress agents, potentially lead to various forms of stress. Such stress agents are key actors in activating,
accelerating, or decelerating degradation through corresponding failure mechanisms. The past developed PoF
models can be evaluated and potentially utilized for determination of life characteristics SSCs and integration with
the static PRA models. A notional schematic of the remaining useful life prediction is shown in Figure 1.

The PoF models rely on modeling failure phenomena rather than solely relying on statistical approaches using
historical data. Consideration is given to the physics and mechanistic principles that govern the occurrence of
failures and; thus, failure data becomes more useful in modeling a more realistic prediction of failures [2‐3]. The PoF
models are used to predict failures of critical plant SSCs that undergo various operational and user experiences,
whereby making such models specific to a component's operating

Probabilistic physics of failure (PPoF) based reliability 
and life determination



experience and design. The PoF approach is a comprehensive representation of the wear out and aging and can 
bring relevant physical factors into the life assessment and reliability models of the most important and risk 
significant SSCs.  

Figure 1: Flowchart for Analytical Remaining Useful Life Prediction

2.1 Uncertainty Characterization 

The reliability models developed based on field/historical data suffer from the wide variation in operating 
conditions and practices. Conversely, reliability models based on PoF can be developed empirically using 
accelerated life and degradation tests, accounting for operational conditions (applied stresses) that permit 
consideration and history of applied stresses. Therefore, the PoF‐based models estimate component‐specific life 
characteristics.  The development of PoF models has typically relied on limited empirical information. The 
uncertainties associated with this limitation make the PoF models and their parameters uncertain. The need to 
formally characterize this uncertainty in the PoF model leads us to the probabilistic physics‐of‐failure (PPoF) 
approach. The uncertainty quantification will be a critical measure to determine the validity of the model 
prediction, although it is a challenge in the case of uncertainty analysis of complex simulations [4]. 

Trend

With emergence of new direction like digital twin for system health management, the role for PPoF is more 
evident in connection with the increased amount of operational and environmental data. PoF simulation can be 
merged into the digital twin structures and provide useful information about the system health and act as a pre‐
processor for optimal operation and maintenance. Commercial tools are under development or at pilot stage to 
handle this type of simulation.

References:
1. Deep learning enabled fault diagnosis using time‐frequency image analysis of rolling element bearings, 
D Verstraete, A Ferrada, EL Droguett, V Meruane, M Modarres, Shock and Vibration 2017. 

2. Uncovering the Underlying Physics of Degrading System Behavior Through a Deep Neural Network Framework: 
The Case of Remaining Useful Life Prognosis, S Cofre‐Martel, EL Droguett, M Modarres, arXiv preprint
arXiv:2006.09288.

3.  Stochastic Fatigue Crack Growth Analysis of Metallic Structures under Multiple Thermal –Mechanical  
Stress Levels, M. Yazdanipour, M. Pourgol‐Mohammad, Journal of MAD, 95 (2016)599–611.

4. Structured Treatment of Model Uncertainty in Complex Thermal‐Hydraulics Codes, M. Pourgol‐
Mohamad, A. Mosleh, M. Modarres, Nuclear Engineering and Design, 241(2011)285–295.
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     Audience.  The book is written at an intermediate to advanced level easily read by statisticians.  

Moreover, it can be selectively read and profitably applied by engineers and others with statistical 

experience who can skip mathematical details and topics outside their interests.  The book will also 

interest those working with strength and other censored data.  The parametric distributions, regression 

relationships, and statistical methodology are useful in other fields with life data, such as medicine. 

Applications.  Presenting current advanced theory useful in practice, as well as basic methodology 

including data plotting, this book is aimed at applications.  This is apparent from the book’s many 

applications from the authors’ experience and from the literature. 

Webpage.  The book webpage https://www.wiley.com\go\meeker\reliability2e  provides: 

  All data sets in the book as csv files with background on each data set and references to examples and 

exercises that use the data set. 

  Slides for presenting a course from the book. 

  Current features of software packages that do reliability data analysis. 

  Supplementary tables, references, figures, and materials. 

  Reader comments and corrections. 

Exercises.  Chapters end with exercises that range from simply applying methods to real data to 

extending the methodology, thus making the book suitable for self-study and as a course textbook.  The 

MEP Book Review    This review appeared in 
Technometrics 63 (Aug. 2021) 437-440. 
(Reprinted here with permission of American Statistical 
Association and the American Society for Quality) 
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authors have compiled solutions to many of the exercises.  These will be available to instructors who 

adopt the book as a course text. 

Chapters.  Descriptions of the book chapters follow. 

  Chapter 1 presents reliability concepts and types of reliability data.  Actual product life data are used 

to explain complete, right- and left-censored, probit, and interval data (in which failures and censoring 

times are grouped).  This chapter also surveys practical issues on data collection, modeling, and 

analysis. 

  Chapter 2 presents basic life-distribution concepts including the cumulative distribution function , 

survival/reliability function, probability density, hazard function (instantaneous failure rate), and 

percentiles.  For complete, censored, and interval life data, this chapter provides the multinomial form of 

the sample likelihood, used in likelihood estimation methods in later chapters. 

  Chapter 3 presents basic nonparametric estimates and confidence limits for a cumulative life 

distribution from complete, singly and multiply censored, and interval data. 

  Chapter 4 presents basic parametric life distributions: the exponential, normal, lognormal, Weibull, 

smallest extreme-value, Fréchet, logistic, loglogistic, generalized gamma, and threshold-parameter (e.g., 

three-parameter Weibull and lognormal), mixture, and power.  It shows how to generate random 

deviates from these distributions; they are used later in simulations and to obtain bootstrap and other 

resampling confidence limits. 

  Chapter 5 presents widely used reliability models for the life distributions of non-repaired series-

systems, parallel systems, series-parallel systems, and other system structures.  It includes multi-state 

systems and repairable systems. 

  Chapter 6 is most useful to practitioners.  It explains how to make and interpret probability plots for 

exact failure times with types of right censoring and for interval data, the most common situations.  It 

presents the widely used Weibull, lognormal, normal, and exponential probability plots.  Highly 

informative, such plots provide desired reliability estimates, an assessment of the data (peculiar data 

often yield product insights and improvements), and an assessment of how well the fitted distribution 

fits the data.  Most probability plots here would benefit from grid lines, which practitioners need to 

accurately read numerical estimates from plots.  Fortunately most statistical packages provide suitable 

grids in probability plots.  The exponential plots are better replaced by Weibull plots which are more 

informative, fit data better, and display the important lower tail of a life distribution better. 

  Chapter 7 introduces widely used maximum likelihood (ML) fitting of a parametric distribution to 

various types of data, illustrated with the simple exponential distribution.  It provides confidence limits 
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based on the usual (transformed) normal approximation, used in most computer packages, and based on 

the more accurate likelihood ratio and other limits, available in some packages.  It treats the important 

situation of analysis of life data with no failures.  In practice, the exponential distribution rarely is a 

good model for life data; the Weibull and other distributions are usually better.  Here the ML theory for 

the exponential distribution serves as a simple introduction to ML theory for estimating other life 

distributions in Chapter 8. 

  Chapter 8 extends ML fitting to two-parameter location-scale life distributions.  It provides ML 

estimates and various approximate confidence limits for the parameters and functions of them (e.g., 

percentiles and reliabilities).  Mathematically advanced, this chapter can be skipped by practitioners who 

will use computer packages to fit distributions to data. 

  Chapter 9 presents more accurate confidence limits for a life distribution that employ bootstrap and 

simulation methods.  Based on the authors’ research, they recommend most accurate limits (i.e., with 

confidence level closest to the desired level).  This chapter can be skimmed by practitioners who will 

use statistical packages to analyze data. 

  Chapter 10 introduces Bayesian methods for estimating life distributions.  Not Bayesian zealots, the 

authors make modest claims for such methods, which are philosophically popular among engineers.  

Applications of Bayesian methods are in later chapters. 

  Chapter 11 presents ML fitting of the generalized gamma and Birnbaum-Saunders distributions.  It 

presents truncated distributions and their nonparametric and ML estimates.  And it presents estimates of 

distributions with a threshold parameter. 

  Chapter 12 provides nonparametric and parametric comparisons of sets of product life data.   Such 

data sets may come from different suppliers, different production lines (recall the Firestone-Ford tire 

failures), different materials, etc. 

  Chapter 13 shows how to plan a life test – choosing the number of test units and how long to run them 

to achieve a desired accuracy of estimates of parametric distribution parameters, percentiles, fraction 

failed by a specified age, and other functions of the parameters.  Using simulations, it shows that ML 

estimates are highly variable for modest sample sizes.  Presented in simple charts, this important 

material is easy to use.  The chapter introduces minimum sample-size plans for reliability demonstration 

testing and corresponding operating characteristic (OC) curves for consumer and producer risks. 

  Chapter 14 presents plans for reliability demonstration tests with the Weibull and lognormal 

distributions.  It shows how to determine sample size and test time where test units have the same 

planned test (censoring) time.  For both distributions, it provides OC curves for typical tests and 
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parameter values.  

  Chapter 15 presents latest developments for predictions and prediction limits for future random 

observations, such as a coming number of fleet failures over a specified period; this information is used 

to plan maintenance effort and acquisition of replacements.  This important topic in practice appears in 

few books because most books are concerned only with estimating fixed distribution parameters, 

percentiles, and reliabilities. 

  Chapter 16 presents the series-system model and life data analyses for systems which have more than 

one failure mode, a most important topic in practice.  It shows how to calculate a nonparametric estimate 

of the cumulative life distribution of a single failure mode and how to plot that estimate on the 

probability grid for a parametric distribution.  It also shows how to obtain the ML estimate of a 

parametric cumulative distribution of a single mode.  It also shows how to estimate the system life 

distribution that would result if one or more failure modes are eliminated. 

  Chapter 17 presents regression models for life data, consisting of a life distribution whose parameters 

are functions of engineering and other variables.  It provides graphical data analyses and ML fitting of 

such models.  The methodology employs location-scale distributions, which includes models in which 

the normal and lognormal σ and Weibull shape β are functions of the engineering variables, an important 

improvement over the often simplistic models with constant σ and β.   This chapter shows how to use 

residuals to assess the data and model adequacy.   

  Chapter 18 presents several commonly used regression models for accelerated life testing with a 

single accelerating variable/stress, where the high stress level on a test specimen is constant throughout 

the test.  The regression relationships include the widely used Arrhenius and inverse power 

relationships.  It provides informative plots and ML fitting of such models to test data.  For additional 

models, see Nelson (2004, Chap. 2). 

  Chapter 19 provides additional topics on constant-stress accelerated tests, such as models with more 

than one accelerating variable/stress and with other engineering variables (this is based on the authors’ 

noteworthy work).  Most important is the detailed discussion of how to avoid the pitfalls in planning and 

executing a test and analyzing the data.  There is a brief introduction to step- and varying-stress testing 

where the stress on a test unit varies over time.  This chapter lacks theory for planning accelerated tests, 

that is, for determining what high test stress levels are to be used, how many units to test at each level, 

and how long to run them in order to most accurately estimate features of the product life distribution at 

its normal low use stress.  Basic references on test plans are Nelson (2004, Chap. 6), Meeker and Hahn 

(1985), and the bibliography of Nelson (2015) with 246 literature references. 
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  Chapter 20 describes accelerated degradation tests where a performance variable of a product 

degrades over time, and performance of a test unit is measured just once, usually because measuring 

destroys the unit.  This chapter presents models and analyses for such destructive degradation data.  For 

example, the Arrhenius temperature degradation relationship is used to model the decreasing breakdown 

voltage of electrical insulation as it ages and to model the decreasing amount of active ingredient over 

time in a pharmaceutical (shelf life).  This chapter shows how to estimate the population life distribution 

where a unit fails when its performance variable reaches a critical value.  Noteworthy is the authors' use 

of chemical kinetics theory to develop degradation models, used for microelectronics and other 

applications. 

  Chapter 21 describes accelerated degradation tests where performance of a test unit is measured 

repeatedly over time.  The performance degradation models of Chapter 20 are fitted to such data.  The 

models and fitting a model to data to get estimates and confidence limits are more complicated, because 

successive measurements on a test unit are serially correlated, whereas destructive measurements are 

statistically independent in Chapter 20.  Such confidence limits are new and not available in textbooks. 

  Chapter 22 briefly presents a nonparametric model and analyses for data from a sample of repairable 

systems.  The book’s other chapters apply only to life data in which a product fails only once and is 

discarded.  This chapter provides an estimate of the population mean cumulative function (MCF) for the 

mean cumulative number or cost of repairs as a function of population age; the MCF provides most 

information sought from such data.  This chapter provides methodology for comparing two samples of 

repair data.  This chapter also briefly surveys some basic parametric models for repair data, including 

the Poisson and nonhomogeneous Poisson processes.  Early methods for repair data given by Ascher and 

Feingold (1984) were limited to a single system and did not apply to a sample of systems.  Those 

seeking additional topics on repair data can consult Nelson (2003) and Cook and Lawless (2007). 

  Chapter 23 presents more applications: 

    -  Analysis of Hard Drive Field Data 

 -  Reliability in the Presence of Stress-Strength Interference 

 -  Predicting Field Failures with a Limited Failure Population 

 -  Analysis of Accelerated Life Test Data When There is a Batch Effect 

The Epilogue provides notation and acronyms, other useful distributions and their computation, 

pertinent statistical theory, including ML theory, and statistical tables. 

Electronic versions.  The electronic versions (pdf and ebook) of the book have convenient features: 

  One can search the book for a word, phrase, number, and even Greek notation. 
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  Hyperlinks in the text are highlighted in blue.  For example, a click on a topic in the table of contents 

takes you to that topic.  References to equations, tables, examples, and sections have similar hyperlinks.  

Also, one can click on a reference, say, Meeker (1986), and be transferred to its listing in the References 

section.  In the References section, each reference has pages numbers where the reference is cited, and 

one can click on a page number to go to that page. 

Software.  All model fitting and plots in the book were done with the R System and RSplida, which 

was developed by Prof. Meeker.  The book webpage https://www.wiley.com\go\meeker\reliability2e 

presents features of commercial packages used for reliability data analysis.  

Conclusion.  As a practitioner, developer of methodology, and author on reliability data analysis, I 

highly recommend this outstanding up-to-date book over all others as a reference for self-study and as a 

textbook for the classroom.  It is comprehensive and contains all the usual basic applied topics and many 

useful new developments (many by the authors) not yet in books. The authors explain the basics well 

and provide good practical advice and insights.  Moreover, they provide extensive references (21 pages 

of them), including the latest literature for those who seek greater depth. 
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